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The inclusive radiative decay of the B meson is known to provide strong constraints on many
popular extensions of the Standard Model. Such constraints crucially depend on precision of the
Standard Model predictions. One of the main contributions to the theoretical uncertainty is due
to certain Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order QCD corrections whose values at the physical charm
quark mass mc have been estimated using interpolation between the mc = 0 and mcmb limits. A
direct determination of such corrections at the physical value of mc requires calculating hundreds
of two-scale four-loop propagator diagrams with unitarity cuts. Applying the integration-by-parts
method, we express the corrections in terms of master integrals. Asymptotic expansions of these
integrals at mcmb serve as boundary conditions for differential equations in z=m2c/m2b that are
being numerically solved. Here, we present our final results for the diagrams involving massless
and massive fermion loops on the gluon lines. For the two-body cuts, we confirm the analytical
expressions and/or numerical fits that are already present in the literature. In the four-body case,
we make the correction complete by including several diagrams that have previously been only
estimated using interpolation in mc. We also report the status of the ongoing calculation of the
remaining diagrams where no closed fermion loops on the gluon lines are present.
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1. Introduction
The flavour-changing neutral current transition B¯→ Xsγ proceeds via one-loop electroweak
penguin diagrams at the leading order in the Standard Model (SM). It provides important con-
straints on parameter spaces of many popular Beyond-SM (BSM) theories. The current SM predic-
tion for the CP- and isospin-averaged branching ratio with1 Eγ > E0 = 1.6GeV reads BSMsγ =
(3.36± 0.23)× 10−4 [1, 2]. It agrees very well with the experimental world average Bexpsγ =
(3.32± 0.15)× 10−4 [3] that has been obtained from the results of CLEO [4], Babar [5–7] and
Belle [8, 9], with extrapolation in E0 down to 1.6GeV. Constraints on BSM physics strongly de-
pend on how precisely the SM prediction is determined. For instance, with the current precision,
the resulting 95% C.L. bound on the charged Higgs boson mass in the Two-Higgs-Doublet Model II
is in the vicinity of 580GeV [10].
The present SM prediction uncertainty (±6.8%) has been obtained by combining (in quadra-
ture) uncertainties of four different origins: (i) non-perturbative (±5%)2 [13], (ii) parametric
(±2%), (iii) higher-order perturbative (±3%), and (iv) interpolation in the charm quark mass
that is used to estimate some of the O(α2s ) corrections (±3%) [2]. On the experimental side, the
future Belle II measurements are expected to eventually reduce the world average uncertainty from
the current ±4.5% to around ±2.6% [14,15]. Thus, the SM prediction accuracy must be improved
to match the experimental precision.
Here, we focus on contributions that are necessary to remove the uncertainty related to the
interpolation in mc. To specify our object of interest, we begin with the perturbative rate of weak
radiative b-quark decay
Γ(b→ Xpartonics γ) =
G2Fm
5
b,poleαem
32pi4
|V ∗tsVtb|2∑
i, j
Ci(µb)C j(µb)Gˆi j, (1.1)
where Xpartonics stands for s,sg,sgg,sqq¯, . . . with q= u,d,s. For the decay rate evaluation, the Wil-
son coefficients Ci(µb) that appear in the effective Lagrangian Lweak ∼ ∑iCiQi and the strong
coupling αs are MS-renormalized at the low-energy scale µb ∼ mb/2. The quantities Gˆi j stand for
interferences of amplitudes generated by the effective operators Qi and Q j. They are perturbatively
expanded as follows
Gˆi j = Gˆ
(0)
i j + α˜sGˆ
(1)
i j + α˜
2
s Gˆ
(2)
i j +O(α
3
s ), (1.2)
where α˜s = αs(µb)/4pi . For our purpose, the following three operators Qi are relevant:
Q1 = (s¯LγµT acL)(c¯LγµT abL), Q2 = (s¯LγµcL)(c¯LγµbL), Q7 = emb16pi2 (s¯Lσ
µνbR)Fµν . (1.3)
We are interested in evaluating Gˆ(2)17 and Gˆ
(2)
27 at the Next-to-Next-to-Leading-Order (NNLO) in
QCD. The considered interferences can be represented in terms of propagator diagrams with uni-
tarity cuts corresponding to the two-, three- and four-particle final states. These terms depend only
1Such a conventional choice of the photon energy cut is at the lower edge of the high-E0 region where the experi-
mental background subtraction errors are manageable. At the same time, the theoretical uncertainties are smaller than
they would be for higher E0 where non-perturbative endpoint effects become significant.
2Recently, the non-perturbative uncertainty has been reduced to around ±3% thanks to a new analysis of the
so-called resolved photon contributions in Ref. [11], as well as to the improved isospin asymmetry measurement by
Belle [12].
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Figure 1: Sample type-I (first row) and type-II (second row) Feynman diagrams contributing to
Gˆ(2)27 . Possible unitarity cuts are indicated by the vertical dotted lines. The black solid, dashed and
internal dotted lines denote the b-quark, c-quark and s-quark propagators, respectively. In the first
diagram, all the light quarks (u, d and s) circulate in the closed loop on the gluon line.
on E0, µb, and the quark mass ratio z = m2c/m2b, provided the light (q = u,d,s) quark masses are
neglected. Since the diagrams in Gˆ(2)17 differ from those in Gˆ
(2)
27 by simple (diagram-dependent)
colour factors only, we shall discuss Gˆ(2)27 alone in what follows. Sample Feynman diagrams are
shown in Fig. 1. Altogether, around 350 such diagrams need to be evaluated.
We express Gˆ(2)27 (z,E0) as
Gˆ(2)27 (z,E0) = Gˆ
(2),type-I
27 (z,E0)+ Gˆ
(2),type-II
27 (z,E0), (1.4)
where type-I parts of Gˆ(2)27 arise from diagrams with closed fermionic loops on the gluon lines,
while the remaining contributions are called type-II (see Fig. 1). Analytical and/or numerical re-
sults for Gˆ(2),type-I27 (z,E0) are available from the calculations in Refs. [16–19], except for a few
diagrams3 with four-body cuts presented in Fig. 3b of Ref. [2]. As far as type-II contributions are
concerned, the calculations have been so far finalized in two limiting cases only. In Refs. [20, 21],
Gˆ(2),type-II27 (z,E0) was determined for large z, at the leading order in 1/z. In Ref. [2], Gˆ
(2),type-II
27 (0,0)
was calculated. Next, an interpolation between these two limiting cases was performed to arrive at
an estimate for the considered correction at the physical value of mc, and with E0 = 1.6GeV. The
effect of the interpolated O(α2s ) contribution on the branching ratio is shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. [2].
As already mentioned, the associated uncertainty has been estimated at the±3% level, which gives
a significant contribution to the overall uncertainty of the SM prediction. Therefore, evaluation of
the considered correction for the physical value of mc is important and necessary. Here, we present
our results for Gˆ(2),type-I27 (z,0), and report the status of the ongoing calculation of Gˆ
(2),type-II
27 (z,0).
Once Gˆ(2),type-II27 (z,0) is found, the next step will be to evaluate the difference between Gˆ
(2)
27 (z,0)
and Gˆ(2)27 (z,E0) that comes from diagrams with three- and four-body cuts only. However, for
E0 = 1.6GeV, this difference is likely much smaller than Gˆ
(2)
27 (z,0) itself, given that the consid-
ered interference is peaked at the maximal E0. At the NLO, around 90% of Gˆ
(1)
27 (z,0) comes from
3Contributions from these diagrams were marked by κ in Ref. [2], and estimated in the same way as type-II ones.
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Figure 2: Sample propagator-type integrals. The black solid and internal dotted lines denote the
b-quark, and massless propagators, respectively. Unitarity cuts are shown by the thin dotted lines.
the photons with Eγ > 1.6GeV. Thus, the uncertainty stemming from the interpolation in mc should
essentially disappear after an explicit determination of Gˆ(2),type-II27 (z,0) alone.
2. Evaluation of the master integrals for arbitrary mc
After generating the Feynman diagrams with QGRAF [22] and/or FeynArts [23], we perform
the Dirac and colour algebra with FORM [24] and self-written Mathematica codes, respectively. At
that stage, G(2)27 (z,0) is expressed in terms of around 3×105 four-loop two-scale scalar integrals in
437 families. Next, we use KIRA [25] to perform the Integration-By-Parts (IBP) [26–28] reduction.
In an alternative approach, we use QGRAF together with q2e and exp [29,30] to generate a FORM
code for the amplitudes, and perform the IBP reduction with FIRE [31] and LiteRed [32]. For
the most complicated families, several hundred GB of RAM and weeks of CPU are needed. Next,
the Differential Equations (DEs) [33–35]
d
dz
Mn(z,ε) =∑
m
Rnm(z,ε)Mm(z,ε) (2.1)
are derived for the obtained Master Integrals (MIs) Mn(z,ε). Getting a closed system of DEs
often requires including extra MIs. We numerically solve the DEs family-by-family, without cross-
mapping the MIs among different families. Within such an approach, the total number of MIs is of
order 104. Such a large number of MIs is not an obstacle, as our calculation is fully automatized.
The DE coefficients Rnm(z,ε) are rational functions of z and the dimensional regularization
parameter ε . We expand in ε , and arrive at a DE system (analogous to the one in Eq. (2.1)) for
functions of z alone. Some of its coefficients usually contain poles on the real axis. For this reason,
our integration of the DEs proceeds along ellipses in the complex z-plane, starting from initial
conditions at large z, similarly to the calculations in Refs. [18, 36, 37]
The initial conditions at large z are evaluated using asymptotic expansions for mc  mb. It
leads to tadpole integrals up to three loops with a mass scale mc, as well as one-, two- and three-loop
two-point integrals with external momentum q2 = m2b, and internal lines that are either massless or
carry the mass mb. In the following, we denote such two-point integrals as propagator-type inte-
grals. For the type-I contribution, we have to compute two- and four-body cuts of the propagator-
type integrals. In the type-II case, also three-body cuts are present. Sample integrals are shown in
Fig. 2. The initial conditions are evaluated in an automatic manner, using the code exp [29, 30].
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Figure 3: Plots of the functions defined in Eq. (3.1). See the text for explanation.
3. Results and progress
One can write Gˆ(2),type-I27 (z,0) in Eq. (1.4) as a sum of the following three contributions
Gˆ(2),type-I27 (z,0) = 3Gˆ
(2),type-I(a)
27 (z,0)+ Gˆ
(2),type-I(b)
27 (z,0)+ Gˆ
(2),type-I(c)
27 (z,0), (3.1)
as depicted in the first row of Fig. 1, for loops of the massless quarks (u,d,s), the bottom quark
and the charm quark on the gluon propagator. After calculating the bare four-loop diagrams
contributing to these quantities, we renormalize them using the known counterterms [36, 37].
One of the NLO contributions appearing in the counterterms is Gˆ(1)47 stemming from the opera-
tor Q4 = (s¯LγµT abL)∑q(q¯γµT aq). Analytical expressions for this quantity presented in Eqs. (2.4)
and (B.1)-(B.2) of Ref. [2] do not include charm-quark loops.4 For the purpose of evaluating
Gˆ(2),type-I(c)27 (z,0), we have derived an analytical expression for the charm-loop contribution to Gˆ
(1)
47
up to the order O(ε). An explicit formula will be presented in Ref. [38].
Our MS-renormalized results for all the contributions to Gˆ(2),type-I27 (z,0) in Eq. (3.1) are dis-
played in Fig. 3, for the renormalization scale µ = mb. The four-body part of Gˆ
(2),type-I(a)
27 (z,0)
is understood to contain also the three-body cut effects that enter via renormalization. As far as
Gˆ(2),type-I(b,c)27 (z,0) is concerned, only the two-body parts are plotted – the remaining parts, which
4The z = 0 calculation in Section 2 of Ref. [2] focused on type-II contributions, as well as on Gˆ(2),type-I(a,b)27 (0,0).
However, Gˆ(2),type-I(c)27 (z,0) was included in the arbitrary-z expressions in Section 3 there.
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are induced by counterterm contributions, come in the term proportional to φ (1)27 (z,δ ) in Eq. (3.8)
of Ref. [2].
In each plot of Fig. 3, the black dots describe our numerical solutions to the DEs. The dot cor-
responding to the physical value of z in the vicinity of z= 0.06 is made larger and highlighted in red.
For each function, its limit at z→ 0 is indicated by a blue dot at the vertical axis on the left. These
limits read [2]: {a [2 body], a[4 body], b[2 body], c[2 body]} z→0−→ {N1, N2, N3, N1}, where
N1 = 2(33727− 558pi2)/6561, N2 ' 1.0640837328, and N3 ' −1.8324081161. The vertical
dash-dotted lines indicate the cc¯ production threshold at z= 14 . The dashed lines for z>
1
4 are our
large-z expansions evaluated up to O(1/z2) [38]. Such expansions with the MIs evaluated up to
O(1/z5) have served as the initial conditions at z= 20 in our numerical solutions to the DEs. The
dashed curve for z < 14 in the upper-left plot is the known small-z expansion from Ref. [17]. The
blue curves in all the two-body plots are from the fit expressions published in Ref. [18].
One can see that all our two-body results are in perfect agreement with the previously pub-
lished ones [17,18]. In the four-body case, our result is new, i.e. for the first time all the contributing
diagrams have been calculated for z 6= 0. The numerical solution in this case gets very close to the
z = 0 limit when z becomes as small as 0.001. For even lower z, numerical inaccuracies blow up,
which we can verify by testing cancellation of the coefficients at powers of 1/ε in the renormaliza-
tion procedure. In Fig. 3, such a cancellation with a relative error of better than O(10−3) has been
required for all the plotted black dots. Our large-z expansions and/or numerical results at small z
for the new contribution will be presented in Ref. [38].
The convergence of our large-z and small-z expansions (dashed lines) becomes poor in the
vicinity of the threshold at z = 14 . It is most visible in the plot of Gˆ
(2),type-I(b)
27 (z,0). The same
is true for the counterterm contributions alone, in which case using the numerical results from
Refs. [36, 37] (rather than the expansions) allows us to successfully renormalize at points that are
very close to the threshold.
In the type-I case, we have a simple relation Gˆ(2),type-I17 (z) =−16 Gˆ
(2),type-I
27 (z), which makes our
plots in Fig. 3 directly applicable to the Q1-Q7 interference, too.
As far as Gˆ(2),type-II27 (z) is concerned, its evaluation is in progress, following exactly the same
lines as in the type-I case. The IBP reduction and construction of the DEs have been completed.
The boundary conditions for mc mb are at the level of evaluation of three-loop propagator-type
integrals with two-, three- and four-particle cuts.
4. Summary
We evaluated all the NNLO QCD corrections to B(B¯→ Xsγ) stemming from diagrams with
closed quark loops on the gluon lines, including cases where the unitarity cut goes through such a
loop. The calculation was performed using the IBP method followed by numerically solving the
DEs for the MIs. Our results for the two-body final state contributions are in agreement with the
previous literature. In the four-body case, our result includes contributions that have so far been
only estimated (using interpolation) at the physical value of mc.
A calculation of the remaining (type-II) contributions for the physical mc is likely achievable
using the same techniques as described in this work. It is being carried out by a larger team, cur-
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rently focusing on evaluating three-loop propagator-type integrals that parameterize the boundary
conditions for the DEs.
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